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Advances in channel modeling allow wireless communication designers to accurately model and
understand the channel’s phenomena within different propagation scenarios. A precise channel
model results in the wireless system’s optimized performance while considering trade-offs due
to the effects of the channel. The geometric-based stochastic channel model considers different
interacting objects affecting the parameters using the indicated parameters measured, such
as the delay, power profile, and angles of departure and arrival in MIMO wireless systems to
multiple paths taken by the propagating signal. These different paths are known as multipath
components (MPCs). Studies and measurements suggest that MPC appears in groups based on
similarity or dissimilarity measures of the MPCs known as multipath clusters. The clustering
of these MPCs can be done automatically and manually. The automatic approach clusters the
measured or simulated data using an algorithm; on the other hand, the manual approach uses a
visual representation and an expert evaluation to cluster the data. This paper aims to implement
visual mapping of the multipath cluster dataset approach into parallel coordinates plot, t-SNE,
principal component analysis, heatmaps, and dendrograms to find an optimal visualization of
data to enhance the validation and interpretation of MPC further. The dataset is simulated and
presented in a MATLAB environment.

1 Introduction

Wireless communication technology grows exponentially in con-
nected devices and the data required in the modern information era
[1]. The wireless communication system can be simplified to three
main components, the transmitter, the channel, and the receiver.
Both the transmitter and the receiver can be optimized based on
the required use case. However, the channel is the challenging
component since it varies in the environment and channel bands
in which the channel cannot be engineered and manipulated eas-
ily [2]. System designers address the channel impairments through
statistical modeling by acquiring parameters and effects to form
the channel impulse response (CIR). Channel modeling is a broad
research area that can be seen through literature, and these channel
models account for different wireless propagation scenarios.

The development of the fifth-generation (5G) mobile communi-
cation standards takes into accounts the use cases with three major
requirements [3, 4]. These standards require the wireless commu-
nity to develop new enabling techniques and technologies to satisfy

the stringent standards to provide the Quality of Service that the
5G demands. One key enabling technology is based on massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Such a system has
n number of antennas that are utilized at the transmitter and/or the
receiver to provide trade-offs based on the use case as reliability,
sensitivity, and high throughput. MIMO systems send out a mul-
tiplicity of signals going to the receiver. As these signals travel,
different paths are taken by the signals known as multipaths that
can create constructive or destructive combinations at the receiver.
Multipath components (MPC) exhibit different parameters due to
the channel state, where multiple objects that obstruct the signals
can be reflected or dispersed [5]. The geometric based stochastic
channel models account for these objects collectively known as
scatterers. The MPC measured in different studies proves that MPC
tends to cluster based on their similarity of parameters; furthermore,
the clustering of these MPCs provides simple calculation while
maintaining the channel model’s accuracy, which can adequately
measure the channel capacity and behavior.

Clustering has benefited different disciplines in analyzing mea-
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sured data. It can also predict the future values or categories used
in machine learning to analyze the data with multiple features or
dimensions to be measured. Clustering measurement data also ben-
efit the wireless channel modeling field [6]. Validating the clusters
poses a challenge due to the limitation of the human eye’s visual
perception, especially for large datasets that crowds the common
visual representation such as the 2 and 3 dimensional (2D, 3D)
scatterplots. Therefore, techniques have been developed to mitigate
these limitations by using dimensionality reduction techniques to
embed the D- dimensional data sets to a 2D and 3D where it can be
visually interpreted and analyzed.

The traditional identification of clusters was made manually
through the visual analysis of the data, which provides a physical
realism of the environment. However, the manual approach can
be laborious due to large data sets to be clustered. This approach
has changed through the development of cluster algorithms. The
automated method of clustering is done through the power of compu-
tational algorithms. The measured data are fed to an algorithm and
computes the clusters within the measured data, and the validity is
tested using different Clustering Validity Index (CVI). However, the
channel’s physical realism does not account for automated cluster-
ing and relies on numerical computations [7]. Furthermore, different
algorithms tend to focus on specific parameters that lead to unac-
counted features of the MPC.

This study aims to project the MPC data using visual techniques
to validate the cluster using visual representation, thus harvesting
both the advantages of the manual and the automated approaches
of clustering. The graphical representation aids the validation and
interpretation of data by drawing insights and increase cognition of
the wireless propagation clustered data. Proper evaluation of clus-
ters of MPC leads to an accurate representation of the channel, thus
enhancing the design and implementation of the wireless network
within a given environment and specific propagation scenario.

This paper aims to map the wireless multipath cluster dataset
to the state-of-the-art visualization techniques and impressively
represent and analyze MPC clusters. The remaining parts of this
paper are organized as follows: Section 2 presents related works
for improving MPC clustering and studies in other disciplines that
employ data visualization. Section 3 discusses the propagation
channel reference, clustering, and data visualization principles with
the methodology used in this study. Section 4 provides a compre-
hensive discussion of the data visualization techniques used in this
work. Section 5 summarizes and analyses the results with future
considerations, followed by Section 6, which concludes this work.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Multipath Clustering

Multipath clustering has been unfavorable in the past [2]; due to the
algorithmic development of clustering, novel algorithms are used
to determine the clusters in various propagation scenarios. This
section provides a review of the literature that scopes manual and
automated clustering approaches.

One of the earliest and popular indoor channel models is the
Saleh-Valenzuela model [8]. It describes the time of arrival of the
MPC in a 1.5 GHz indoor channel where a cluster of the measured

rays is due to objects surrounding the transmitter and receiver. This
model is for the Single input single output system (SISO). The
author in [9], used a manual clustering approach in an indoor sce-
nario in the MIMO 5 GHz band and identified 4 to 5 clusters in an
area. In [10], the authors presented a framework for automating
the clustering process that outperforms traditional visual identifica-
tion clusters. The study was placed in an indoor environment and
utilized the k-Means algorithm. The study also proposed the use
of Multipath Component Distance (MCD), enhancing the cluster-
ing algorithm’s performance. Simulation performed by Arias [11]
used a cluster-based channel focusing on the angle of arrival (AoA)
and the power delay profile (PDP) where the probability density
function of the clusters was used to derive these parameters. The
work presented in [7], the author used a middle-ground approach
utilizing automatic and manual clustering to validate each of the
results. The representation of data produced by automatic clustering
poses crowding and overlapping data points in the scatterplot. This
study was able to identify interacting objects along the wireless
channel, thus real objects associated with the clusters in the channel.
A proposed a framework in [12] focused on de-noising MPC data
using a snapshot fusion method to address false MPC clustering.
Simulation and measurement were also done, and concluded that
the Fuzzy C-means algorithm was outperforming the K-means al-
gorithm. A power-weighted Gaussian mixture model was used to
cluster the measurements in a 28 GHz indoor channel reported in
[13]. The clustering’s focus is the elevation of arrival, delay, and the
MPC’s relative power. Moreover, the accuracy of K-Power Means
was evaluated using the Jaccard Index [14]. The datasets used are
from the COST2100 channel model, where the comparison has been
visualized using angles of azimuth and elevation in contrast with
the delay. One challenge of clustering is also to find the number of
optimal clusters. Moreover, a graphical user interface (GUI) was
developed in [15] to determine cluster counts by a factor weigh-
ing approach, and it was reported that the delay and angular data
were effective weight factors in the indoor and semi-urban scenar-
ios, respectively. The non-stationary and spherical waveform was
considered parameters in [16]. They proposed considering these
parameters for a broad array of antennas to improve the channel
model’s accuracy.

2.2 Data Visualization

In [17], the author provides a survey for visualization advances
in the past decade. They also categorized the pipeline and work-
flow in visualizing data from data transformation, visual mapping,
and the view transformation. This survey also shows that different
interactions can be done by the user when visualizing data.

A GUI is presented in [18] named VISTA that provides a frame-
work to validate the multivariate or multi-dimensionality of clusters
interactively. Furthermore, in [19] the authors presented a cluster
visualization web tool implemented using R. The web tool utilizes
the heatmap and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) visual
tools. The ToxPi presented in [20] was developed using JAVA to
explore and visualize data. The interface shows the user’s good
interactivity with the data resulting in a more efficient analysis and
interpretation. Clustering methods with 30 CVI variables were im-
plemented in R software presented in [21]. Another application of
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visualization is finding the traffic patterns used to analyze data and
improve the data-driven transport systems [22].

To summarize, studies on MPC clustering relies on the algo-
rithms and corresponding CVI. The studies visualize datasets using
scatterplots, providing the MPC parameter that is focused on the
clustering procedure. Different propagation scenarios, measurement
campaigns are also present in the literature, and to this point, no
clustering algorithm performs best for all scenarios. Spatial pa-
rameters were also considered in [16] and resulted in increasing
the measurement parameters that limit the visual representation of
the 3D plot. Data visualization is also abundant in different fields,
especially bioinformatics but rarely used in channel modeling. By
addressing these issues as they relate to cluster identification, the au-
thors’ goal is to investigate optimal visualization techniques to draw
the advantage of manual clustering as a post-process for automatic
clustering.

3 Theoretical Consideration

3.1 Channel Modeling

Channel modeling is a crucial task in designing the wireless commu-
nication system. Channel models specify parameters that reduce the
randomness in the channel. The parameters indicate essential fea-
tures that affect the performance of wireless networks. In a MIMO
system, the double-directional channel model reveals the propaga-
tion’s fundamental parameters [23]. The double directional channel
model parameters consist of the delay τ that corresponds to the
length of the MPC going to the receiver, the azimuth of departure
ϕAOD, the azimuth of arrivalϕAOA, the elevation of departure θAOD
, and the elevation of arrival θAOA , and power. These parameters
can be seen graphically in Figure 1. The MPC appears in clusters
based on the similarity and dissimilarity of the above parameters.
This combination produces a six-dimensional vector of an MPC:
x` = [τ` θ`,AOA ϕ`,AOA θ`,AOD ϕ`,AOD]. Where x` represents
the `-th MPC. Each MPC observed or measured is stored in a matrix
X which forms the set of one snapshot of the MPC. Given these
parameters, the visual analysis of MPC is limited due to its multi-
dimensional features. To improve the validation of the clusters in
the channel model, the visualization addressing all the features is
necessary.

Figure 1: Parameters in the multipath wireless channel [24]

3.2 Clustering

Clustering is a process of separating and grouping the MPC into
their respective similar or dissimilar parameters. Clustering allows
the discovery of patterns in a given dataset. In terms of machine
learning, clustering can be seen as an unsupervised learning prob-
lem [25]. When datasets are unlabeled, clustering algorithms label
the data in their respective affinity based on the feature of the data
specified by the algorithm. The clustering of MPC can simplify
acquiring the CIR and obtain the effects of scatterer in the envi-
ronment. The clustering of MPC was traditionally done using the
manual visual inspection approach. Due to the manual approach’s
laborious and subjective drawbacks, [10] proposed an automatic
framework for MPC clustering, which increases the impact on the
research of clustering MPC. This work resulted in a plethora of
literature that accommodates novel algorithms for specific propa-
gation scenarios. The clustering method can be summarized into
four steps: feature extraction, clustering algorithm, validation, and
interpretation [26]. This work focuses on aiding the post-processing
of the data, validation, and interpretation using data visualization
techniques.

3.3 Data Visualization

Data visualization is a crucial method to interpret the MPC mea-
surements. Visualization techniques unfold underlying patterns of
clusters through visual analysis. Although, plots that can be drawn
and perceive by the human eye for interpretation are limited to
3-Dimensional scatter plots. With the addition of colors, the desig-
nation or cluster membership of MPC can be identified. The rise of
big data produced techniques to further improve the visualization of
datasets to reveal patterns and clusters within the data. The methods
developed reduced the features and embedded the dimension to a
two-dimensional matrix, which can be visualized using a scatter
plot. Dimensionality reduction techniques use a transformation to
extract the essential details while preserving the features and the
data [27]. The reduction techniques can be linear and non-linear.
Data visualization has benefitted disciplines like bioinformatics re-
garding large data sets of gene expressions. Keim [28] states that to
infer knowledge in a dataset effectively, it must include the human
domain knowledge and interaction in the data exploration.

4 Design Consideration
This section presents a brief discussion of the main concepts of
visualization techniques used in the MPC datasets in this work.

4.1 Parallel Coordinate Plot (PCP)

PCP is one axis based method for representing multidimensional
datasets. The parallel plot maps all the data dimensions to paral-
lel horizontal axes that displays the values of each data point to
its respective feature. It can represent all the data dimensions and
can be color-coded to show the cluster identification. The parallel
plot’s drawback is that large data sets crowd the graph resulting
in visual clutter [29]. Another drawback is the overshadowing of
values if one parameter has large magnitudes compared to others.
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This disadvantage can be addressed by using data normalization
before plotting. In this paper, the dataset used was normalized be-
fore visualization and mapping. The coordinate axes order can be
re-arranged to uncover specific patterns and relationships among
the features to interact with the data fully.

4.2 Dendrogram and Heatmaps

The dendrogram is a visualization technique that uses a tree-like
structure representing clusters by nodes that interconnect similar
multipaths. It uses distance metrics for computing, which among
the measurements are closed to one another and projects a line graph
to a node included in a more massive cluster. Heatmaps represent a
colored data matrix representing the magnitude of parameters [30].
The clustergram function in MATLAB is used in this work. Hier-
archical clustering is used to form the visual representation; hence,
data interpretation must focus first on the dendrogram linkage of
elements. This technique reorders the row elements based on the
tree-like structure of the values.

4.3 Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a reasonably old dimen-
sionality reduction technique that captures multi-dimensional data
variance [31]. The goal of the PCA is to construct principal compo-
nents by computing the covariance matrix using the eigenvector and
eigenvalues of the data. Upon applying PCAon a D-dimensional
data, its principal components, each with a percentage on how it
largely affects the variance. PCA projects a line in each dimension
that captures the maximum variance of the data. Selecting a princi-
pal component with the highest variance score leads to an analysis
of the multi-dimensional dataset. PCA projects the best fitting line is
the highest scored principal component’s dimension and minimizes
squared distances of the points to the line in the respective dimen-
sion. The algorithm does the same for all the orthogonal dimension
to the previous dimensions and readjusts the axes with respect to
the projected line. Using PCA captures the global structure of the
data linearly.

4.4 t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding

t-SNE is a popular and relatively new dimension reduction technique
developed in 2008 by van der Maaten [32]. It is a non-linear projec-
tion algorithm that computes the local structure data points indicated
by a distance metric and is mapped to low dimensional space. t-SNE
utilizes an optimized cost function to remove the crowding problem
of data points and applies Student-t distribution instead of Gaussian.
t-SNE requires a perplexity parameter that is a value of neighboring
points the user wishes to preserve during transformation. In this
work, the features of the MPC are the input variables for each of
the multipaths. The t-SNE outputs matrices containing the joint
probability of the L multipaths with the computed scores embedded
to plot the data based on the stochastic neighbors. The plot of the
t-SNE is a grouped scatter plot based on the perplexity given and
groups the points with the nearest correlation. t-SNE preserves the
local structure of the dataset and a powerful dimensionality reduc-
tion technique in a non-linear fashion. In MATLAB, the t-SNE

function allows the user to define the distance metric to calculate
the pairwise distance. In this work, the Euclidean distance metric is
employed.

5 Results and Analyses
The data set used in this study is extracted from the IEEE data port
presented in [33]. Datasets were first extracted from the COST2100
Channel Model [34]. The dataset was transformed from the spher-
ical coordinates to rectangular coordinates using the directional
cosine method resulting in a 7-dimension feature of each MPC.
Whitening the data also converts the data into specific values to
accommodate necessary adjustments. This transformation assumes
that the cluster ID of the channel reference is considered the ground
truth of each MPC. Two specific propagation scenarios were se-
lected from the eight propagation scenarios in the dataset—the
Indoor Line of Sight and the Semi-Urban Non-Line of Sight in a
wideband channel. The dataset captures 29 and 911 multipaths for
the indoor and semi-urban propagation scenarios, respectively. The
visual technique’s performance in drawing knowledge with the data
can be observed using these two scenarios.

Whitened Multipath 
Dataset

 

Parallel 
Coordinates Plot

Heatmap and 
Dendrogram

Principal 
Component 

Analysis

t-SNE

Indoor Line of 
Sight (LOS)

Semi-Urban
Non-Line of 

Sight (NLOS)

  

Propagation Environment

Visualization Technique

MATLAB

Figure 2: The methodology of the study

Figure 3: Parallel Coordinate Plot (Indoor)

The methodology in the implementation of this work is shown
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in Figure 2. The datasets chosen are implemented in the MATLAB
environment due to the availability of the previously discussed vi-
sualization techniques’ tools and functions. The input data sets are
stored, evaluated, and presented using visualization methods. The
color represents each multipath’s reference cluster in the graphs
except for the heatmaps in Figure 3.

Figure 4: Parallel Coordinate Plot (Semi-urban)

Figure 5: Heatmap and Dendrogram (Indoor)

Figure 6: Heatmap and Dendrogram (Semi-urban)

The parallel coordinate plot is a useful technique in visualizing
all dimensions of the data as it plots all the MPC dimensions all at
once. A specific color represents the cluster ID based on the dataset.

In the indoor scenario, more straightforward analysis is possible due
to the small number of MPC, and the outliers can easily be observed
with the light blue color cluster. The indoor scenario in Figure 3
shows the MPC clusters have the same AoD values but varies within
the arrival angle and delay. This result shows the advantage of using
a parallel plot for cluster analysis. As opposed to the indoor figure,
the projection of the semi-urban environment in Figure 4 visually
clutters the graph due to a large number of MPC data. To address the
cluttering, the user can filter clusters that can be seen as validated
clusters and use a density-based parallel plot as presented in [29].

Figure 7: Principal Component Analysis (Indoor)

Figure 8: Principal Component Analysis (Semi-urban)

Figure 9: t-SNE (Indoor)

The clustergram function in MATLAB utilizes the linkage func-
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tion and dendrogram that produces a hierarchical clustering result
and is presented in a heatmap. The dendrogram in Figure 5 and
Figure 6 show the cluster using a tree diagram that links the MPC
with a close relationship in the lowest node and represents the high
separation of the values with the upper branch. In contrast with
the other tools in this work, this function is limited to presenting
a heatmap of the reference cluster ID. The authors suggest creat-
ing a customized heatmap based on the computed cluster id and
doing a dendrogram to compare the algorithm’s performance and
the hierarchical clustering.

Figure 10: t-SNE (Semi-urban)

PCA outputs two principal components with the highest vari-
ance in the MPC dataset. MATLAB’s pca function provides each
principal component’s scores with the two highest scores are pro-
jected to represent the dataset in a 2D scatterplot. These principal
components are computed by matrix factorization using the sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD), including the eigenvectors. By
truncating the matrix to the desired dimension, pca produces a low
dimensional representation of the data using the principal compo-
nents. The x-axis in Figure 7 shows the highest scored principal
component that handles most of the variance. The increased value
of data points in both axes shows the MPCs variance in the first
and second principal components. The cluster with ID 247 indi-
cates a low variance in both the principal components and can be
interpreted as uncorrelated to the other clusters. On the other hand,
the MPC in the semi-urban scenario clusters is grouped closely and
signifies a high correlation as can be seen in Figure 8.

The tsne function in MATLAB from the extracted dataset, the
cluster ID is removed from the dataset and later represents each
cluster classification using colors. The features of the MPC, which
is an L × 9 matrix, is reduced to an L × 2 matrix and plotted in a
scatterplot. Given the pairwise distance of xk and xl MPC, the func-
tion computes the conditional probability that the kth MPC picks
the lth MPC as its neighbor. The perplexity parameter value sets
the number of neighboring points desired by the user. The t-SNE
implementation can be varied by selecting the perplexity parame-
ters. Furthermore, the number of iterations was set to the default
value of the tsne function with 500 steps. In the indoor scenario in
Figure 9, the perplexity was set to group the neighboring data points
is maximized to 5 since the data set has 21 MPC. Based on visual
observation, the grouping reflects the cluster properly, and each of

the neighboring groups can be correlated to form a new cluster. In
the semi-urban environment in Figure10, perplexity was set to 40
adjacent points, and observed overlapping clusters could be corre-
lated with one another. Even so, the visual grouping by the t-SNE
performs well and isolates clusters that have high dissimilarity with
other clusters. The use of t-SNE for iteratively providing insight into
the MPC clusters can help interpret the propagation environment’s
physical realism if the interacting objects are identified.

Due to the wide variety of data when measuring MPC in propaga-
tion scenarios, several algorithms are being investigated to correctly
cluster the MPC. Using these visualization techniques, designers
can quickly identify outliers produced by the algorithm and provide
a physical realism within the data. It can be observed that the t-SNE
can significantly identify natural clusters between MPC and can
visually analyze the effectiveness of algorithms applied to measured
MPC. With the built-in functions of MATLAB, the user can spec-
ify another column with another cluster ID that is the output of a
clustering algorithm. These flexible parameters can compare the
clusters from the ground truth of the data set.

Furthermore, visualization can be done as a pre-processing and
post-process steps on clustering to observe the structure of data
before using an algorithm and the effectiveness of the clustering
algorithm with the MPC. Using t-SNE, which solves the crowding
problem of the data set, the clusters in the plot can be easily used to
identify specific scatterers with physical distance and have a high
effect on the signals being transmitted. This work presents visualiza-
tion to enhance the manual approach of clustering in parallel with
the development and research of clustering algorithms.

The authors encourage the use of the variation and extensions of
the visualization tools presented. The implementation of the visual
techniques with algorithmic clustered datasets, both measured and
synthetic, is also considered.

6 Conclusions

This study implements visualization techniques to wireless mul-
tipath clusters. It can be observed that these techniques aid the
analysis in finding natural clusters and outliers of MPC visually. As
measurement campaigns suggest increasing the parameters, MPC
clustering then has more features than previously discussed. Since
the optimal algorithm for clustering MPC is still an open topic for
research, visual analysis can be drawn to enhance the clusters by
visual representation further. The techniques used in this study con-
siders the angular, delay, and relative power properties of the MPC
and are visualized in one plot. The use of the parallel coordinate
plot and t-SNE is effective in both the indoor and outdoor scenarios.
The proper validation of clustering results in channel modeling can
be improved by allowing users to visualize each feature of the data
in the dimension provided by the parameters. The user domain
knowledge and inputs based on the scenario can serve as a basis
to improve the validity of these clusters, leading to an efficient and
effective way of observing the effects of the wireless channel. Pre-
senting the data in different possible ways aids cognition and infers
knowledge in clustering the MPC. Furthermore, the execution of
this work with more data analysis and the development of a GUI is
considered for future work.
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